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COMPOSE CONSTRUCT CONNECT
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eFORMS
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LincDoc improves processes with smarter handling of data.
EXCESSIVE SCANNING COSTS

SLOW PAYMENTS

DISCONNECTED INFORMATION

SLOW ONBOARDING

REDUNDANT PROCESSES

LOST DATA

PAPER HANDLING & STORAGE COSTS

NON-COMPLIANT DOCUMENTS

DATA SECURITY RISKS

LENGTHY, CONFUSING FORMS

Create web-accessible interfaces to help
information commute from customer to
enterprise quickly, accurately and affordably.
Put an end to…

Populate common data and combine multiple steps
into a single eForm
Quickly update pre-approved regulated templates
and content

Minimize scanning with information that is never
put to paper, or “born electronic”
Push/pull data to and from any source or system to
leverage enterprise information
LincDoc business-logic and intuitive interfaces never
miss a name, number or required field
Lock it down by removing people from processes
with permission-based eForms
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Embed electronic payment solutions to expedite
revenue collection
Customers and employees fill out, e-sign and pay in
the field or office
Archive, recall documents in the cloud, not a
basement cabinet
Attractive, dynamic web portals condense pages of
paper into a few fields

CLOUD

FREEFORM

ON-PREMISE

Hosted and quick to
productivity, LincDoc’s
Cloud solution is how
content gets captured
on the web.

LincDoc on-Premise is secure
and capable, giving users a
grounded, affordable solution
for re-inventing paper-based
business processes.

Use eForms to better
business one process
at a time. FreeFrom is
modular, simple and offers
tremendous value.

Forms initiate process.
Process drives business.
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LincDoc FreeForm gives organizations the flexibility to use only as many hosted
eForms as needed. It’s affordable, convenient and the ROI is immediate.
FreeForm is the perfect solution for smaller operations needing to collect data for
a single process or to better engage customers online. Don’t use downloadable
PDFs or Word forms, simply re-code them using LincDoc to create easy, true
eForms that can store and route data around printers and scanners right to the
people who need it.
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FREEFORM

FREEFORM is the perfect solution for:
YOUR WORST FORM

CONSTANT SCANNING

DATA CHURN

UNHAPPY CUSTOMERS

WAITING ON OTHERS

OUTDATED FORMS

Convert your most lengthy, problematic
paper form into a dynamic cloud eForm for
guaranteed completion and immediate access
to its information. Relieve the paper headache.

Stop re-entering the same data into
different systems. Capture information once
for dissemination to all enterprise systems
and stakeholders.

Connect to external / internal systems to
populate fields and common data to expedite
processes and open information flow.
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Stop scanning at its source: paper. Capture
data in hosted eForms without having
to manually index any of the data into
document management systems.

Improve the customer experience with
online, easy-to-complete eForms that
present questions logically, automate
calculations and accept e-signatures.

Quickly update and customize eForms
with pre-approved content and enhanced
features. Save bunches on form orders,
printing and publishing costs.

LincDoc was built to make business easy to transact, and it gets
no easier than LincDoc’s Cloud solution. This dynamic, hosted
software uses contextually-driven eForms to collect and more
profitably leverage the critical data that generates business.
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With an array of functionality, practical add-on components
and access anywhere, LincDoc Cloud is the ECM world’s most
robust eForms and document automation software.

CLOU D

CLOUD is the perfect solution for:
PAPER MISMANAGEMENT

BAD FORMS

UNPAID SERVICES

DOCUMENT STORAGE

Stop losing, misplacing or damaging critical
documents that clog the deal pipeline. Use
LincDoc eForms to capture and leverage data
as soon as it hits the organization.

Increase cash flow by collecting in-form
electronic payments to quickly and securely
conduct authentic electronic transactions.

DATA RE-ENTRY

Stop repeating data entry processes to bridge
communication gaps from system to system.
Enter it once via LincDoc in the cloud and share
it across the enterprise. Already unified with
major DMS like DocuWare and Sharepoint.
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Replace multiple outdated, non-compliant
paper forms with a single dynamic, cloud-based
eForm for any process in your organization,
from customer onboarding to human resources.

Storing decades of documents is costly and
risk-prone. Host forms, data and finalized
documents in the cloud, not in the basement.
Use archived data at will and never scan again.

EXPENSIVE PRINTING

Ink costs are growing by the day, as are printer
maintenance and service fees. Drastically reduce
costs by transitioning to LincDoc eForms. Leave
paper behind.

For organizations with an established internal structure,
LincDoc on-Premise unloads the burden on productivity that
paper has piled on your operation. Instead, use a logic-driven
and secure way to collect and leverage form data, reduce
long, complex documents to a single intuitive web page and
connect with any existing database in your system.
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ON - PREM ISE

ON-PREMISE is the perfect solution for:

DATA ENTRY

REDUNDANT PROCESSES

SLOW ONBOARDING

DOCUMENT UPDATES

DOCUMENT STORAGE

LOST INFORMATION

Capture data only once for use in every system.
Stop going from paper to database and
re-entering data to bridge systems. Improve
data integrity and use it for business right away.

Create custom forms in moments using
pre-approved hosted content. Add new fields,
language and dynamic features quickly to avoid
costs and delays in paper creation and printing.

Consolidate information gathering processes
with LincDoc business logic into a single,
cloud-based document. Stop repeating
processes to use already captured information.

Storing decades of documents is costly and
risk-prone. Host forms, data and finalized
documents in the cloud, not in the basement.
Use archived data at will and never scan again.
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Document automation assembles pages and
content on-demand to roll-out any type of
transaction requirement, in-house or in the field.
Pay and sign digitally in the same document.

Online forms push and pull data into the systems
it requires to benefit your organization. No more
lost pages, incomplete forms or scanning errors.
It’s all where it should be.

LW
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OPTIONAL COM PON ENTS
LincDoc can be customized with a fleet of powerful add-ons to advance your business processes. Some include:
LINCDOC MOBILE

DMS INTEGRATION

DIGITAL SIGNATURES

Use the iPad as a digital clipboard to onboard
new employees or customers when the offer
or deal is sealed over lunch. Download the
iPad version at the iTunes App store.

Connect any LincDoc eForm or digital
document with your existing Document
Management System to immeasurably speed
up processes.

Finalize contracts, agreements and get
authorization with any form of embedded
electronic signature:

MSAD/LDAP

DATABASE LOOKUP

This popular component uses existing user
and security groups by connecting to AD
or LDAP. Single usernames and passwords
minimize confusion and speed eForms access.

Pull and push data from internal systems
to populate common data and ensure
compliance directly in LincDoc eForms.
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Clickwrap
Topaz
LDAP
Finger/Touch-screen (for tablets)
Mouse

COMPOSE CONSTRUCT CONNECT
401 Main Street
East Rochester, NY 14445
585.563.1669
www.lincware.com
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